LAMBDA CHI ALPHA DEFEATS DORMS TO WIN CHAMPIONSHIP

Fast Floor Play and Accurate Shooting Lead Win of Fraternity

Flirting a picked team from the dormitories for the intramural basketball championship in the school, the Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity won from the dorms in two nights by the score of 95 to 18, to game taking place yesterday at the Hunger Gym. The Lambda Chi's team proved worthy of the intramural basketball championship by defeating the Petas in the final night of the series.

From the very start the lead was taken by the fraternity men and they were never headed. The Lambda Chi's were able to hoist the basket much more accurately than the dorm men and so they displayed considerable superiority in passing. They had no trouble in getting the floor and dropping in two free throws. This was quite evident that the dormitory men lacked the practising which is necessary for a successful basketball team. As passing was strong and the shots were wide of the mark.

Results of the fraternity team was the outstanding star of the two. Nine of eleven baskets from the floor and dropping in two free throws. Haynamer, who has been the mascot of the Lambda Chi during the regular season, proved to back the championship, and also an extra player who was able to play. This helped the Lambda Chi, although their own men, filling four field goals and one free throw.

Desirable Single Room

To let. 5 minutes walk to Tech. Cable: LEVIS. Apply at 822 Mass. Ave., Suite 8, Rooming.

The Coop

TOP COATS FOR COLLEGE

Our merchandise is reliable. Our prices are low—quality comparison. The price range is from $10 to $25.

The fabric and tailoring will not only stand close inspection but will also resist service and long wear.

MEN'S WEAR AT THE COOP

3 handy packs for 5¢

Look for it in your dealer's counter.

WRIEGLANDS

More for your

$10 and the best Pepperman Clas
d for any money $2

LEVI'S TYPING

PRIDE

We take pride in finishing correctly the themes and thesis of white students.

BRATTLE SQUARE LET TILER

REASONABLE

QUALITY

SIMPLEX

Simplex Wires and Cables, Insulated with rubber, paper or varnished cambric and covered with braud, lead or steel armor, are rendering satisfactory service in many of the larger power stations of the country.

SIMPLEX WIRE & CABLE-©

STANDARD WIRE & CABLE COMPANY

BOSTON

The STORE FOR MEN

A Magnificent Selection of Suits

CLASS BALL TEAMS GET STARTED TODAY

Manager Tacy Issues First Call Of The Season

In spite of the inclement weather of the past few days, Manager Art Tacy, who is in charge of all Institute baseball, has termed the first call for candidates for the various class teams. Tacy requests that candidates for all class teams report this morning to the registrar's office and make arrangements for signing up and getting a line on the prospective.

Although equipment is very desirable, it is not necessary for the men to have it this afternoon, as the main purpose of the meeting is to get the men out and outline the season. So each team has but one game a week and one practice night, baseball will not set up much time and the game will not interfere with other acti-

With the intercollegiate season starting tomorrow, the fraternity and dorm teams will get under way soon and space on the diamonds will be at a premium. Just at the present time several are needed as candidates for freshmen intercollegiates, all of the oth-

GOLDFRAPPERS FOR SEASON MATCHES

Many Veterans To Be Working

This year the Golf Club has arranged a very attractive schedule. In addition to six games, twelve matches will be played at Worcester, Providence, West Point. Efforts are being made to encourage as many men as possible to try out for the team.

Golf Club Captain Tacy, who is in charge of all Institute teams, has called the players to be ready to start the season at 10 a.m. on April 25 and it will be wise for all interested men to come out as early as possible. Captain Hood and Man-

Entries Wanted For Fraternity Relay

There will be an interfraternity relay the 1st Annual Relay Day which is set for April 4 or to John M. Field before the Saturday preceding the meet.

TRACK MEN SHOW

IMPROVEMENT AS MEETS APPROACH

Contrary to Previous Reports Coach Henderson's Team Is Well Balanced

FENCING SEASON

PENN RELAYS ARE NEAR

With the Spring Interclass Meet on the 25th, the Penn relay on previous two weeks of the track men are giving late first-class conditions. This year the event is entered in the final part of the Penn carnival. Without a doubt this race will be the real class of the season as the competition in the fencing of the finest teams in the country is entered in this event.

Syracuse, winning all matches, Joe Levis followed him closely with four wins and one defeat.

At Annapolis the foilemen met their opponents with the foils. Hawthorne likewise per-

At the New England Intercollegiate the team failed to display the strength of the various other teams. Levis won all three of his foils matches. Hawthorne likewise succeeded in taking the foils

Many Veterans To Be Working

In the medley relay two men will be running and it will be wise for all interested men to come out as early as possible. Captain Hood and Man-

Captain Carillo. The Cambridge team eliminated the foils team from the national meet and there are still quite a few open-

Not a very big event this year but there are still quite a few open-
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